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English translation:  

 

Amal: Regarding the travel of one of my friends to the United States of America … ah 
what is the influence on me? I know that she will see another world and return with more 
expertise, more, and … ah … if not from travel alone, also from her interaction with 
people over there … and … I mean, types of people and … ah … types of people that are 
different from each other, especially that [because] America is like a melting pot, I mean, 
like this; it embraces every, every, from every place there is a person, a person I mean.  
 
… ah … her travel for me …. 
 
Woman behind camera:…. [Unclear audio] 
 
Amal: It was hard for me, of course, without her … and my other friend, other friend was 
in Saudi Arabia; so I was alone, I mean. I try to make other friendships, but they failed, 
all of them [laughing] … but …. 
 
Woman behind camera: [unclear audio] … with men? 
 
Amal: No, it doesn’t work out. We cannot call it a friendship. I mean; call it a friendship 
as you want, but also, I mean, it has …. 
 
Woman behind camera: A special form? 
 
Amal: It has a special form. I mean friendship with men has another form, I mean. Fine 
… ah … my impression about her after she returned from travel … ah …. First, I know 
that people, their reaction will be that she has changed because they consider the 
appearance. They don’t know whether she changed from outside or inside or both of 
them together. She hasn’t changed much for me. But she … ah … I mean, gained 
thoughts, and her mind, I mean, is more open, I mean.  
 
Woman behind camera: It was open from the beginning. 
 
Amal: It was open from the beginning but … [Laughing] it has become more open, and 
she perceived things with more wisdom. Also; because ….  She lives alone over there, 
she depends on herself for everything, I mean eating, and drinking, and sleeping, and 
[for] everything, everything she relies on herself … ah … and works too has helped her 
gain great expertise. More important is that I liked that her expertise … she certainly 
returned excited. She wants to cause a change in any way possible. Fine, wait for some 
time, and there will be a time, a time for, for discussing such issues. And it will not work 
out to challenge people here. There are also people whose minds are limited, I mean. 
They don’t, don’t like a fast change; they don’t adjust -- they fear it, they fear change.  
 
Fine, she likes to help us as friends because of her experience of traveling … ah … 
whatever she learned, she wishes we would learn all of it, or learn some of it … ah …. 



She feels that she’s what? Because knowledge is also like money,2 I mean like zakat,3 
zakat of knowledge … ah … I mean, I don’t know; I don’t want her to be [Laughing] I 
don’t want to her to be … as what’s being said about them: “They will be surrounded 
with what they have prevented on the Judgment Day” -- the Glorious Quran … and the 
most terrible thing is … I mean money zakat; if someone prevents [holds back] his 
money, no one will die because of poverty, I mean. But if knowledge is delayed … I 
mean scarcity or disability of people to learn … preventing knowledge, preventing 
knowledge in someone who needs it, this is a terrible crime. 
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2 The speaker compares money and knowledge. According to the Islamic religion, money must be purified 
by giving certain portions of it to the poor and the needy. Knowledge and education also must be purified 
by helping other people and sharing information with them.  
3 Zakat means alimony money in Islam.   


